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Interactive Illustrations Interactive Illustrations: Inherent Terms & Words

A world leader in graphical content creation, distribution and access, Components Engine has the unmatched power to link graphics with parts lists and rich text to easily produce electronic parts catalogs (EPC) and graphical Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETM). Components Engine is an affordable and highly versatile electronic parts catalog for the following output media: Paper, CD-ROM, and the Internet. The Components Engine Software has been developed for the special requirements ...

Inherent Terms & Words

Link any type of documentation with each part including maintenance manuals, notices and warnings, tool requirements or instructional videos.

Add notes on-the-fly to any part description to advise the manufacturer or help other users. Supports a large range of 2D/3D drawings: Pre-scan paper: TIF/4, PNG, BMP, JPEG 2D/-CAD: DXF, DWG, cGM, PDF, SVG 3D-CAD: Any 3D-CAD to XVL converter Documentation and illustrations: PDF, Word, RTF, HTML, Video Components Engine allows graphical navigation between all documentation for a single piece of equipment. Whether it is viewing the Repair or manual instruction, with single click access down to the smallest
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The Components Engine Spare Parts Management Solution creates significant cost savings for clients in capital project intensive industries such as Oil & Gas, Energy, Chemicals, Utilities and Mining. By simplifying, standardizing and automating pro
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http://www.componentsengine.com/site/page.wplus/Electronic-parts-catalog/English/ID_COUNT/termini_vocaboli/LN/2/IDGLOP/20/wx/termini_vocaboli.html
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